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8 BAR BRIEFS
Taking, at random, a number of classifications it will be observed
that a fairly accurate index is now obtained as to whether a rate is cor-
rect, or too high or too low.
1923 1924 1924 1925 1925
Manual Rate Dividend Rate Dividend Rate
2000 1.30 20% 1.20 10% 1.20
2063 1.45 None 1.45 None 1.45
2581 .90 20% .85 10% .85
2583 1.40 None 1.40 None 1.40
4300 .35 10% .35 20% .28
7535 2.25 None 2.25 20% 2.25
7720 2.90 30% 2.75 10% 2.75
8207 1.63 30% 1.53 30% 1.40
8010 .52 $14,420.1.1* .52 $11,511.84* .52
8304 1.80 30% 1.70 30% 1.60
8747 .40 $11,538.86* .40 $ 5,792.90* .40
8901 .16 20% .14 30% .12
Note, first, the two marked (*), which represent deficit Manuals-
the 1923 increase of rate brought the deficit down to such an extent that
no further increase was warranted.
Manuals 2000 and 2581, after deducting a 20% dividend and a cut in
rate, worked their surplus into the 10% class the following year, indi-
cating that the proper level had probably been reached.
Manual 8207 and 8304, notwithstanding a 30% dividend in 1924, and
also a cut in rate, continued to maintain sufficient surplus to warrant an-
other 30%. dividend, indicating that the rate was still too high.
Manual 4300, receiving only 10% dividend in 1924, with no rate cut,
worked its surplus up to a point where it was entitled to 20% dividend
the following year, indicating that a cut in rate was justified; Manual
7535, however, could not get a rate cut, although showing the same sit-
uation as Manual 4300, because the total payroll experience for 7535 was
not enough to determine whether the result represented a proper average.
WORK FOR COMMITTEES
The very hearty response which has been received from committee-
men augurs well for the year upon which we have entered. The time has
passed when an association which engages in no activity except the pro-
gram which it stages at its annual meeting can justify its existence.
We fail utterly unless we participate in the solution of problems directly
affecting the administration of justice. It is believed that every com-
mittee appointed has work to do which is really vital. Committee chair-
men will be constantly reminded of the particular activities committed to
them. We covet for each committee such success in its investigations
and analysis of facts found and conclusions reached as will make its re-
port a distinctive contribution upon the subjects which it considers.
